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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

1 \ हુંસકા પ્રશ્નો : 10

1. \ कૃષિનું આધુનિકનંદન અહેલાંદ્રે શું ?
(2) 
(3) 

2 \ ભારતીય અધિકાર માટે કૃષિના ભરતી વિજ્ઞાન વિસ્તૃત જવા કરો. 14

અધયાય

2 \ ભારતમાં વિજ્ઞાન વિકાસ સમજાવો. ભારતમાં વિજ્ઞાનના પ્રશ્નોની સમસ્યા 14

જવાનું કરો.
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Instructions: (1) As per the Instruction No. 1 of page No. 1.
(2) All questions are compulsory.
(3) Figures to the right indicate full marks of the questions.

1. Short questions: 10
   (1) What is agriculture modernization?
   (2) Causes of low agriculture productivity.
   (3) What is marketable surplus?
   (4) Indicate the various instrument of the green revolution.
   (5) Write land reforms objective in India.

2. Briefly explain the importance of agriculture in Indian Economy.

OR

2. Explain irrigation development in India, discuss in detail the irrigation problem in India.
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3 (a) Write short note on Food security in India. 
(b) Write short note on green revolution.

OR

3 Discuss the land reforms programme after the independence in India. Do you think that this programme of the government has been successful? What can be done about this?

4 Write short notes: (any two)
(1) Reason for low productivity in India
(2) Explain importance of agricultural inputs
(3) Public Distribution System
(4) Bhudan and Gramdan.

__________